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new particle production 

light	 stop	 search

mono-top	 signature:	 without	 top	 flavor	 violation
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SUSY	 ttH	 production
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both problems indicate new particles at TeV scale!
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Obviously, SM not enough to describe Universe

– What is dark matter?

WIMP (Weakly interacting massive particle)?
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Motivation

LHC : TeV collider — best place for TeV new physics searches	

various search strategies at LHC	

              direct productions,    loop effects,    flavor signatures  etc.
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dark matter  hierarchy problem  
2 big problems in particle physics
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sensitivity at LHC

robust	 prediction	 based	 on	 QCDGood

Bad

whatever	 particles	 probed

we	 don't	 know	 what	 produced

no	 information	 on	 DM

partner particle loop cancels the divergence

can be a fermion partner T 
in composite type models
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differential distributions

Eur.Phys.J. C74 (2014) no.10, 3120
[M. Schlaffer, M. Spannowsky, MT, A. Weiler, C. Wymant]
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combine mono-jet and mono-top allow to access both stop mass        and higgsino measure Rmt̃
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flavor signature

JHEP 1511 (2015) 057

Flavor Changing e↵ect proportional to a and mfL

top flavor changing decay t ! ch

a ⌘ (tan� + cot�) cos(� � ↵) .

exciting future progress in top flavor physics

LHC is the powerful tool for searching for new physics especially in top sector

top-specific 2HDM
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motivated	 for	 solving	 strong	 CP,	 domain	 wall	 problems	 (Variant	 Axion	 model)
only	 top	 quark	 couples	 with	 the	 other	 Higgs	 doublet	 

In the SM: t ! bW almost 100%

Top quark couples the most strongly to the Higgs, and plays a special role for EWSB
At LHC huge number of Top quark pair produced — open a new era of precision top physics

– What is dark matter?

WIMP (Weakly interacting massive particle)?
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especially new physics expected in top sector
tops are copiously produced at LHC, open precision top physics

yukawa mis-alignment  
predicts flavor violation

interesting parameter space just starts probed by top rare decays

alternative method to probe the top yukawa and top partner effects

New	 particles	 production:	 typically	 1fb	 ~	 1pb	 
Large	 SM	 BG:	 lots	 of	 known	 SM	 particles	 are	 produced	 	 W,Z	 ~	 10	 	 nb,	 tt	 ~	 1nb2

How to reduce the overwhelming SMBG is always the challenge at LHC
handles	 —	 missing	 momentum	 	 	 	 ,	 jets,	 leptons,	 photon,	 b-tagE/T

usual	 signal:	 2	 tops	 +	 	 	 	 	 	 sensitive	 when	 E/T mt̃ � m�

b : backward  

difficult	 case	 :

We	 propose	 

access	 also	 stop	 mixing	 through	 different	 decay	 distributions

pT,H distribution sensitive to the couplings

Large	 SM	 particles	 production	 at	 LHC:	 W,Z	 ~	 10	 	 	 ,	 tt	 ~	 10	 ,	 H	 ~	 10	 

differential distributions can be measured precisely 

→ sensitive to new physics effects
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new	 particle	 modify	 the	 SM	 couplings	 via	 loop	 effects

g

boosted higgs!

With high energy of LHC ⇠ 109 top pair produced

observing rare decay processes very promising
→ new particles induce non-standard decays
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new physics signature!
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hadronic	 mode
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FIG. 1: Mono-jet event topologies channel from t̃1 pair production (left) and mono-top from supersymmetric tt̄H process
(right). The grey dashed lines represent invisible particles, while the thin grey lines represent particles that are too soft to
be observed. The strong coupling and the top Yukawa coupling are denoted as ↵s and Yt, respectively.

• Since it requires at least one high pT QCD jet, the cross section is suppressed by the QCD coupling, ↵s(µ),
approximately at the scale of the pT cut, >⇠ O(100) GeV.

• There is a large QCD dijet background where one of the jets is badly mismeasured. Because of this and the
above reason, the limit obtained from the mono-jet channel is rather weak: mt̃1

>⇠ 320 GeV for�mt̃1��̃0
1
<⇠ 15

GeV [74, 76, 77]. The limit deteriorates if the mass di↵erence increases since the b-quark from the t̃1 ! b�̃±
1

decay starts to be visible. For example, the limit is weakened to mt̃1
>⇠ 200 GeV for �mt̃1��̃0

1
>⇠ 50 GeV

[74, 76, 77].

• The signal is entirely controlled by QCD interactions, hence the available information is limited. For example,
even in the presence of an excess, it would be very di�cult to find out what types of particles are produced
and how they decay as we would only observe the jets from QCD radiation.

In this paper we point out that a large collision energy of 13 TeV LHC opens up the possibility of observing
the stop-top-higgsino production process, pp ! t̃1t�̃

0
1(2),

2 providing an additional handle for the compressed stop-

higgsino region in Natural SUSY. This process is nothing but a supersymmetric counter part of the tt̄H process,
and analogously to the tt̄H it is crucial to directly probe the interaction between stops and higgsinos. Because
the stop is essentially invisible as its decay products are too soft to be observed in the compressed region, the
process leads to a distinctive mono-top signature as depicted in the right panel of Fig. 1. The mono-top signature
has been actively studied mainly in the context of the flavour violating models [79–86]. The process discussed in
this paper, however, does not belong to this type since the mono-top nature emerges due to the kinematics of the
stop’s decay products. In contrast to the mono-jet channel, this process has the following advantages.

• Despite a large mass of the system, the production rate is not too small because the stop-top-higgsino
interaction is proportional to the top Yukawa coupling, Yt.

• The QCD multijet background can be controlled by requiring an isolated lepton from top-quark decays.

• The process contains rich information on the stop and neutralino sectors. For example, as will be shown
in the next section, the production cross section depends dominantly on the up-type higgsino components
in the neutralinos.3 On the other hand, the structure of the stop mixing can be probed by looking at the
kinematic distributions of the b-jet and the lepton from the top-quark decay as we will see in section IV.

Despite the first two points, we will see that the sensitivity of the mono-top channel is not greater than the
conventional mono-jet channel.Hence the mono-top may not be useful as a discovery channel. However, as we will

2This process was first studied in [78]. We consider both t̃⇤1t�̃
0
i and t̃1 t̄�̃0

i but simply write t̃1t�̃0
i .

3The details of the neutralino sector may also be probed via the pp ! q̃�̃0
1 process if squarks are light and �̃0

1 is gaugino-like [87, 88].
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top-tagged jet

large Emiss, large boost needed -> Top Tagging (HEPTopTagger)

obvious advantage of hadronic mode

larger branching ratio ~ 67%
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hadronic mode:  
     fully usableE/T

leptonic mode:  
    partly cancel by ⌫

hadronic mode sensitivity higher than leptonic mode
it would be more true at 100 TeV collider, boosted objects help a lot !
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in general, larger cross sections
higher mass scale sensitive
both for mono-jet, mono-top

mono-jet: colored partners
mono-top: colored partners & 

relative importance depends on the mass spectrum


